
LOOKING FOR A GOOD BOOK

NEW TITLES



GIRL IN THE PICTURE

• When a popular high school 
boy is found murdered, 
everyone is surprised he 
carried pictures of himself 
with Nicole Morgan, a shy 
"music geek" no one knew 
was close to him. FICTION  
RL-5.3  IL  UG.  GENRE—
MYSTERY.



COURT OF SILVER FLAMES 

• Nesta and Cassian face their 
haunting pasts as they search for 
acceptance and healing in each 
other's arms. Meanwhile, one of 
the human queens has formed a 
dangerous new alliance- Book #4 
of the series.  FICTION  BL-5.6  
IL-UG.  GENRE-FANTASY.



MEET ME AT HALF COURT.

•All’s fair in love 
and sports… until 
her boyfriend 
comes home.  
FICTION—GENRE-
ROMANCE



IN THE WOODS.

•
Twenty-three year old Cassandra 
Draper is the latest victim of the serial 
killer police have dubbed ‘The 
Magician’, due to his ability to make 
women disappear.

• Abducted and drugged, he takes her 
out into the middle of nowhere, 
where he chains her to a tree trunk.

• She thinks things can’t get any worse, 
but a freak accident renders her 
completely alone.

• And no one knows where she is.  
FICTION—IL  ADULT.  GENRE-HORROR



LIST OF CAGES.

• A poignant, hopeful story about
loss, grief, abuse and the power 
of friendship.  You’ll never forget 
the first time you met Adam and 
Julian as Adam, a high school 
senior rescues Julian from an 
abusive situation.  FICTION- RL-
4.6 IL  UG  GENRE-REALISTIC 
FICTION.



CASTER
• When Aza comes across a secret 

invitation, she decides she 
doesn't have much to lose. She 
quickly realizes that she's 
entered herself into an 
underground casting 
tournament, and the stakes 
couldn't be higher. FICTION  RL 
5.5  IL MG+  GENRE FANTASY.



MAKING A PLAY

• In small-town Alabama, high-
school senior Ryker, a player on 
and off the football field, falls in 
love with a deaf girl who lives 
with her overprotective twin 
brother and bigoted father. --
FICTION  RL 4.5  IL UG  GENRE-
ROMANCE.



GREAT FALLS
• After tours in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, Shane's brother 
returns with severe PTSD. Shane 
accompanies his brother on a 
camping trip that becomes a 
dangerous and life-risking 
journey.—FICTION  RL 4.9 IL UG  
GENRE REALISTIC FICTION OR 
ADVENTURE.



DARK DESCENT OF ELIZABETH FRANKENSTEIN

• The events of Mary Shelley's 
FRANKENSTEIN unfold from the 
perspective of Elizabeth Lavenza, 
who is taken in as a child by the 
Frankensteins as a companion 
for their volatile son Victor.—
FICTION  RL  5.5 IL UG-GENRE  
HORROR STORIES



ON PILLS AND NEEDLES

When Rick Warner found himself 
searching abandoned buildings 
and dangerous streets looking for 
his missing son, he had no idea
that the synthetic, pill-form heroin
that had insnared his son was
already killing so many. This is his
story to save his son from Opioid
Addiction.  NON-FICTION IL  
ADULT.



BURIED SINS.
Had her brans-new husband been 
involved in something shady?  
Before Caroline could confront 
him he was killed in a car crash-so 
so it was claimed. Thus began a 
mystery that also involved her 
with the handsome police chief.  
IL UG  FICTION  GENRE  ROMANCE 
OR MYSTERY.



TRAIN NEAR MAGDENBURG.  ABRIDGED ED.

• True story of the rescue of a
Holocaust Death train in WWII-I 
survived because of many 
miracles. But for me to actually 
meet, shake hands, hug, and cry 
together with my liberators—the 
‘angels of life’ who literally gave 
me back my life—was just 
beyond imagination. NON-
FICTION  IL.  Gr. 9-adult.  



SHOOT YOUR SHOT.

• Michael Jordan. Kobe Bryant. 
LeBron James. Stephen Curry. 
Kawhi Leon and others These 
are some of the most high 
profile names in one of the 
world's most popular sports—
basketball and they tell about 
key principles have applied to 
their lives.   NON-FICTION


